Clinically proven to achieve a high rate of complete resection

A dedicated cold snare that has a thinner and stiffer wire may engage and hold healthy polyp margin more easily than a standard snare.

Size and shape offer more control for placement around small polyps.

Benefits of different wire diameters to support precise hot and cold cutting capabilities.

Double catheter for added support during resection to reduce the chance of buckling.

Snare loop with memory points helps maintain its shape and integrity after multiple resections.

Three distinct shapes in one device. Also available in hex and oval shapes.

Three distinct shapes in one device that can handle cases with large polyps and multiple polyps of varying types and sizes.

Can be used for hot and cold polypectomy.

Bleb

Monofilament stiff wire easily recruits and resects difficult flat polyps.

Ideal for challenging EMR cases with scarred or adherent polypoid tissue, particularly in the right colon.

Grabs tissue predictably for a precise resection.

Combination injection needle and snare in one device improves procedure time over standalone snare operated by a multi-functional handle.

Ideal for cases requiring submucosal injection.

Three distinct shapes in one device. Also available in hex and oval shapes.
